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From The Head Master’s Desk
Dear Readers
‘The Kent College Family’
The weather this June may have been
colder and wetter than usual but this
has not dampened our enthusiasm for all
that the Summer Term brings: Activities
Week and work experience; tea parties,
picnics and receptions; examinations;
trips abroad; district, county and national
sport competitions and school sports
days; countless concerts, recitals, plays
and shows, and the sponsored walk. All
celebrated with Parents’ Day and Speech
Days and recorded in another splendid
edition of the Kent College Times, edited
by a new student team.
The theme for this edition ‘The Kent
College Family’ not only refers to the
wonderfully successful Grandparents’
Day at the Junior School seen on the
cover but also to the growing group of
schools associated with KC. At Speech
Day, I reported the imminent opening of
Kent College Dubai at the end of August.
The magnificent £30M campus - built to
our specifications and fully funded by an
eminent Emirati family business, is now
receiving its final fit out, is fully staffed for
the new term and students are signed up
in every year from Reception to the Sixth
Form.
Back in Canterbury, I was delighted to
report the continued growth in the
student population across the Kent
College family of schools. At the Senior
School, day student numbers have
increased significantly in the last 5 years
and we have another record cohort
joining Year 7 in September: the greatest
number since the days of the direct
government grant, which ended nearly
20 years ago.
Almost all of the Year 6 group from our
own Junior School will transfer, and more
than half of Year 7 will come from a wide

range of different primary schools due to
outreach work in many curriculum areas
which has introduced KC to new families:
Art workshops, an Orchestra Festival
and a Methodist Choir, Sports coaching,
a Maths competition and a Languages
Day are some of the special events
undertaken - alongside KC experience
Days for whole classes of Year 5 pupils
when the children have access to Science
labs, the Farm, and the Food Technology
kitchen amongst other exciting activities.
A number of families are also transferring
to Kent College in Years 8 -10 and for the
Sixth Form - some because they felt their
children were not being appropriately
challenged at grammar schools, others
from local independent schools because
they prefer the personalised approach at
KC.
There has also been strong growth across
all years at our Junior School. Attracted
by the GREAT programme (which allows
children to develop particular skills)
and setting in core subjects designed
to accelerate progress. Lorenden
Preparatory School, now also part of the
Kent College family, is to be congratulated
on being ranked 29th nationally in the
Sunday Times Prep School Rankings
and can also boast greater numbers for
September.
I expressed my gratitude to colleagues for
the quality of their work in the academic
sphere and beyond and I was also keen
to thank my colleagues on the Senior
Management Team for their leadership
of the College and congratulated them
on winning the national award for Senior
Leadership Team of the Year at the Times
Educational Supplement Independent
School Awards.
Some students have spent their last
summer at Kent College - some have
been with us a few terms, others for 14
years. We thank them for all that they
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Head Master
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have contributed to the school and wish
them and their families all the best for
a bright future and trust that they will
keep in touch with us through the Old
Canterburians Club.
The following teachers will be leaving
Kent College upon completion of short
term contracts: Marcus Harman and
Marco Gianella and we thank them for
their contributions to the College.
We also thank:
Alice Bodle - who began as teaching
assistant in 2013 and has since gained a
degree. She is leaving the Junior School
to complete a postgraduate teaching
qualification in Exeter.
Sharon Ainsworth a teacher of Maths at
the Senior School for 7 years, will retire
at the end of this academic year, and has
been part of the team that has seen
the department grow from strength to
strength; not forgetting that every student
achieved grade A*-C in the Maths GCSE
last summer.
Eleanor Humphreys will leave her post as
Teacher of Business Studies at the end of
this academic year after 13 years service.
Mrs Humphreys was previously the Head
of Business Studies and Assistant Head of
Sixth Form. We are delighted that she will
continue in her role of Housemistress at
the Junior School Boarding House. Mrs
Humphreys is going to study for a career
change as an Educational Psychologist.
Anita Nugent joined as a teaching
assistant at the Junior School in February
2002. She gained a degree and a teaching
qualification and she is leaving to move
into a full time position at King’s.
Lynda Brissenden has been a Teacher of
English at the Senior School for 14 years
and during her time has inspired a love
of literature in a generation of students.

HM Tweets

She established a Community Service
option during Games and has been a
great supporter of dramatic productions
and regular in the choir. Lynda will retire
at the end of this academic year.
Colette Wales will retire from the Junior
School after 25 years of teaching strings
and presenting ‘Play Togethers’. Colette
first joined KC in 1990 as House Parent
of School House with her husband Peter.
Many of her violin and viola students have
matured into fine, award winning players.
Kent College is a community which
attracts the dedication of those who
work here and I am delighted to thank
Ann Moyes for 25 years service. Ann has
arguably, the most difficult job in school
as housekeeper for Mr Carter at the
Junior School. Previously Ann worked
as a Housekeeper in Austen and pupils
and staff alike remember her warmth and
generosity.
Mary Jones is the House Manager of
Austen House, and is also celebrating
25 years service, caring for 40 girls and
supporting the House Parent. Mary has a
great sense of humour, and a sympathetic
ear for her girls, and has nurtured, and
prepared them for the next stage of their
lives as they move on from Austen House.
Collette, Ann and Mary received
presentations to mark their long service.
A damp but wonderfully busy and exciting
Summer Term. My thanks to you all in the
Kent College family for supporting such a
full educational and enjoyable programme.
To keep up with the frequent and
impressive achievements of school teams
and individuals, please follow me on
Twitter at @kentcollegehm.
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10 Minutes With...

Olivia Clarke
Year 10

Mr Burnage

concluded that it would be the time that
he played for the Yorkshire U18 Rugby
Team, in Pontypridd, Wales, alongside his
brother, against the Welsh U18 Rugby
Team, with 10,000 spectators.

Mr John Burnage is the Head of Sixth
Form and Careers, in addition to
teaching Mathematics, as well as GCSE
and A Level Physical Education at Kent
College. Furthermore, he coaches the
U13 Rugby and cricket Teams, having
had his fair share of experience with
the sport. He has been employed at the
school for twenty-one years, where he is
an important and respected member of
the community.
Mr Burnage was born and raised in
Sharlston, Wakefield, West Yorkshire: a
mining village. His father and grandfather
were coal miners and his mother
a housewife. He recollects that his
hometown was ‘dominated by the coal
industry’, with a majority of the villagers
working in the mines. He regards himself
’a very proud Yorkshireman.’
He speaks highly of his identical twin
brother, with whom he says he is ‘very
close’ and speaks to often, along with his
older sister.
At the age of five, Mr Burnage began
attending Sharlston Primary School,
where he found his interest in sport. It
was at the same age that he first started
playing rugby, a sport that he would carry
on for many years to come. At the age of
eleven, he gained a place at Normanton
Grammar School, in Wakefield, now
known as The Freeston Academy, where
he first met his future wife. He describes
the school as being ‘good for sport’,
saying that he was ‘encouraged to play
rugby and cricket’. He participated in
both of these sports, and athletics at
County level and had ‘superb support
from my family who were very keen
sports people’.
When asked what his most vivid
childhood memory is, after a
moment of pondering, Mr Burnage

He took nine O-Levels, (now referred to
as GCSEs), and later, four A-Levels; Maths,
Economics, Geography and General
Studies.
He earned a Bachelor of Science Joint
Honours degree in Physical Education,
Sports Science and Mathematics from
Loughborough University, along with a
Post Graduate Certificate of Education
from Leeds University, where he did his
teacher training. He states that he ‘always
wanted to be a teacher, having had a
fantastic experience at school and been
so impressed by my PE teachers’.
In his twenty-one years of teaching at
Kent College, Mr Burnage has been
Head of Boys Games, Head of Boarding
House and Head of Middle School, and
is now Head of Sixth Form and Careers.
As Head of these duties, he looks after
the academic and pastoral development
of students and assists with University
applications. Of his valued role in the
school, he says that he, ‘enjoys the contact
with the students and watching pupils
progress from a young age to University
level’. He comments positively on the
diverse multicultural community within

the school and his enthusiasm for his job
is extremely evident.
His passions distinctly lie in sport, and, in
particular; rugby. He has had a lifetime
of playing rugby, and has coached and
selected for the England U16 Team.
His own involvement in the sport saw
him represent both Leeds University,
Loughborough University and Roundhay
RVFC, prior to playing professionally for

Leeds RLFC. Aside from his interest in
rugby, he enjoys most sports, (but not
football), travelling and playing golf.
If Mr Burnage could have dinner with
anyone from history it would be Eddie
Jones, the current head coach of the
England national rugby union team.
He would like to ask him about his
management skills, how he improved the
team and ‘quiz him on his philosophy of
coaching and what he has done to turn
the present England team in to a world
class outfit’.
Lastly, his life motto is to ‘keep smiling’.

Farm Activities

Lotty Astbury
Senior Reporter

Showing Success!
Kent College Young farmers have had
another great year, culminating in the
successful and professional exhibition
of livestock with Kent Young Farmers at
the Kent County Show. Sheep, cattle, pigs
and small pets were all turned out to a
high standard, as well as being praised for
their future conformation potential. We
also competed it the mock stock auction,
learning to bid for farm equipment
and livestock - an essential skill of any
successful farmer! Overall, all of the
young farmers must be praised for their
impressive performances at the show,
as well as the weeks of preparation and
training of their animals - an exceedingly
impressive feat that even older members
would find difficult!

farm and care for an ever increasing
range of animals!
The Farm would not be nearly so
much fun, or so successful, if it weren’t
for a hardworking team of teachers
and leaders. Therefore, on behalf of the
young farmers, I thank all staff for their
help over the past year. I hope to see the
farm grow and develop in the years to
come, under the great leadership of next
year’s farm prefect Clio, farm manager
Graham Palmer, and all those who keep
this fantastic resource available to the
students of Kent College.

Earlier in 2016, the Farm enjoyed a
successful lambing season, and the Farm
Open Day allowed both the public,
parents, and children from the junior
school, to get up close to animals, cuddle
many of our rabbits and guinea pigs, and
view preliminary preparation of animals
for the show such as brushing and halter
training a selection of pure bred Sussex
cattle and Angus X cattle. Good weather
and sunshine made this a thoroughly
enjoyable day and well done to all of
the young farmers who give up their
Saturday mornings to go the the school’s

Rocket Seeds
Kent College Year 12 IB Biology pupils
have been on the frontier of space
exploration this term, working in
association with the Royal Horticultural
Society and British astronaut Tim Peake.
The students conducted an experiment
with rocket seeds that had spent 6
months floating in microgravity on the
International Space Station orbiting 220
miles above Earth. The student team

received two identical packets of seeds,
one of which had been to space, the
other having spent the last 6 months in
a far less exciting and far more terrestrial
environment. Over the next month the
students planted, watered, and regularly
measured the growth of the Eruca sativa
plants, following the specific instructions
set down by the RHS. Upon completing
the experiment, the team uploaded their

results to an online database where the
research scientists at RHS examine all
of the data from the 10,000 UK schools
taking part. A big thank you must be
said to Mrs Rutland who organized the
experiment and to the students for
taking part in this exciting opportunity to
forward science and discovery.
By Raphael Jackson
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News in Brief

Tom Neame
Year 10

Art Exhibition
Year 8 Margate

Young Enterprise
During Activities Week, Year 10 put on
their office gear and separated into their
houses for a taste of the working world.
Each house was set with the task of
designing, marketing, financing and pitching
a new games console in an already highly
competitive market. Each team had an outsourced mentor who was experienced in
the market. Alongside this, teams had to
meet with a Bank Manager to discuss the
funding of the project and a Supplier in
order to negotiate best rates. Prizes went
to groups for different areas of success,
including finance and customer satisfaction.
All in all, the day was a raging success and
thanks go to Mr James, outsourced help
and the group Mentors.

The Art private view this year showcased a
wide range of art work including ‘A’ Level,
IB and this year GCSE work. Attended by
students, parents, staff and governors, all
were impressed by the high quality and
sheer variation in the work on display.
From the large wire sculptures of Jessica
Wu in Year 12 to the beautifully painted
portraits of Eloise Gauzan in Year 13. We
featured Year 11 work for the first time this
year, again showcasing the amazing talents
and creativity of our students. Well done
to all!

Senior Sports Presentation
Evening:
In March 2016, the Senior sports
presentation took place. Students from
Years 9 to 13, and many teachers, gathered
in the dining room for a three course
meal, and some chatter. The guest speaker
this year was Mr Andy McNab, a english
novelist and former Special Air Service
Sergeant.. Andy McNab gave a talk about
his book and life as an author. Overall it
was an interesting evening, and a taste of
what it is like to be involved in sport in the
upper school.
				
				

Confirmation
Kent College had it’s annual Confirmation
Service in May and five pupils from a range
of year groups came into membership of
the Church. The Bishop of Dover and
Philip Luscombe Assistant Chair of The
Methodist South East District joined
us for a fantastic service and brilliant
refreshments afterwards. A really special
evening for all concerned.

Charities
Even though there have been exams
taking place the charity fund raising across
the Kent College Community has been
fantastic this term. A Right Royal Bake
Sale to celebrate the 90th Birthday of
Queen Elizabeth II, a fantastic concert at St.
Peter’s Methodist Church to raise money

for our Tanzania school projects, the ever
popular Band Night and the Sponsored
Walk at Senior School have all raised
money for wonderful, worthwhile causes.
An evening hearing the incredible story of
the Atlantic Lions - a team (including Matt
Townsend and Charlie Heywood) who

rowed across the Atlantic to raise money
for the Multiple Sclerosis Trust was nothing
short of inspirational. It looks like the KC
Community will have raised £20,000 as
the year comes to an end...amazing job
everyone!

Conservation Walk
On the 14th of June the Conservation
group met at dusk for a walk in Blean
Woods with the Vice Warden of the
reserve. He spoke about the ecology

of the plants, birds, and other species in
the woods and how he and volunteers
work hard to preserve the biodiversity.
Unfortunately, the nightingales and

nightjars did not oblige with song, but it
was a pleasant and interesting evening.

STEM

Boarders - Summer Slam

LAMDA

Starting late last year, a group of six
Year 12 students embarked in a ‘Science
Technology Engineering Mathematics’
programme. This included working with
Pfizer, an international pharmaceutical
company, to design an alternative method
for transporting active pharmaceutical
ingredients. The group then presented
their findings in a 45 page report to
the STEM judges. The group were very
successful and learnt a lot from the
process, thanks go to Mrs Haines, Mr
Harman and Mr Montague.

On Saturday the 11th the boarding
community got together to take part in
the annual summer slam. The dress code
this year was ‘horror’ and each house had a
specific genre, e.g. Austen House, vampires.
There were various different activities to
enjoy, from the big bouncy-castle to the
competitive food competition. The overall
atmosphere was pleasant, with lots of new
memories created once again.

As always, LAMDA students have received
outstanding results throughout the year, and
this term was no exception. Under oneto-one tuition from Mrs Beth Greenlaw
(part of Arts GTX), all individuals received
a merit or distinction when passing this
summer’s examinations. From grades 4 to
8, bronze to gold, all students fared well
this year.

Year 13 Leavers
The 6th Form Ball took place towards
the end of the Spring Term at Darwin
College, UKC on Saturday 15th March.
It was a splendid occasion with 135 staff
and students in attendance. Guests were
greeted with a Pimm’s reception followed
by group photographs by Mr Cox.This was
followed by an excellent fork buffet enjoyed
by all. Following the food, guests were
treated to a very impressive chocolate
fountain, casino tables, a very popular
photo booth and a tremendous disco. The
evening ended at midnight and was a great
success. Thanks go to the ball committee,
especially Sam Sherwood, Rosie White
and Claire Blackwood for their great help
throughout the day and to Mrs Lamper for
organising the table decorations. We look
forward to a great event next year.
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Andy Robertshaw and ‘Trench Warfare’
Florence Winter-Taylor
Year 9

On Tuesday, our Year 9 pupils were
fortunate enough to receive a
presentation from Andy Robertshaw.
Following the Year 9’s research on the
First World War and trench warfare the
visit from Andy, an expert in this time
period, allowed the year to extend their
learning.
Andy is a historian, author and broadcaster.
He teaches military history to the army
and has worked on major film sets as
a military consultant. His works include
films such as ‘War Horse’, directed by
Steven Spielberg, where he worked
with props and costume departments.
He also advised Jeremy Irvine, the main
character, on how to play a soldier in the
Great War.
As students entered the Chapel, a slide
displayed across the projector screen
read: “Eyes deep in hell. What was
life really like in the trenches?”. Andy
described some of the myths of World
War One and explained what it was
really like to live in the trenches between
1914 and 1918. In the trenches life wasn’t
easy as all working labour was to be done
at night. Some myths that he was quick
to dispel were that rats were, in fact, not
the size of cats and that actually soldiers
spent far less time in the trenches than
has been perceived throughout history.
Although still a horrifying idea, it was

interesting to learn
that only about half of
the British Army were
ordered over the top.
Andy spoke of his
grandfather who was in
the 12th Manchester’s
regiment. He went
into the war with
one intention: “[He]
volunteered to get the
uniform off.” We were
asked to interpret this in
any way that we wished.
Andy’s grandfather was
willing to sacrifice his life,
along with thousands of
other men, to end the
war and return home.
Andy’s
grandfather
survived the war and
later died in 1996. They
gave their today for our
tomorrow, and learning
about their horrors
makes their sacrifice
seem
even
more
poignant than before.

Dr James Ellison
‘The End of the Cold War’
Dr James Ellison gave Year 12 IB History
students a fascinating talk entitled ‘The
End of the Cold War’ on Monday 13th
June. The lecture looked at the impact
of 1980s leaders in both of the Cold
War superpowers, primarily Ronald
Reagan and Mikhail Gorbachev, and also
discussed the role of structural problems

within the Soviet economy as a reason
for the liberalising reforms instigated by
Gorbachev. Having illustrated his talk
with a number of examples and evidence
based on the latest research, there was
time for some discussion at the end of
the hour which focused on whether
détente, a less tense period in the

Raph Jackson
Year 12

previous decade, was a factor in the end
of the Cold War. The students found the
opportunity a super way of consolidating
their thinking and enjoyed debating the
conclusions in the lessons that followed.

Creative Writing

Jay McCallum
Year 8

Jay McCallum 1,999,999 BC
The Guardian Awakes
In a time before computers, before cars
and pets, everything was wild and vicious.
It was no place for weak humans. This
was a time when the powerful Gods
ruled over the chaotic barren world.
This is where Cronakus Crocodilius
came in. He lived in the river that parted
man from beast and beast from man. He
was a foul looking creature. He had the
advantage of a gruesome crocodile head.
His bulging shoulders protruded out
from his muscular physique but in spite
of appearances, he was a good man.
The King’s messenger was about to
declare the annual games. He was the
only man within the God’s kingdom who
had winged shoes. He flew like the wind
soaring across the sky looking for people
to recruit for the game. He was asked
only to find the strongest men. Cronakus,
being the strongest, stepped forward
but what he did not know was that the
games were not for pride.
They were for the Gods’ twisted
entertainment. All the recruits were
brought to a big pillared room. The King
sat on his gold plated crystallised chair,
covered in leopard skins. He confronted
them and told them about the plan.
When he said it was entertainment for
the Gods, a shiver went down Cronakus’
spine. He said that they were, in fact,
watching them right now, and would be,
‘till one of them won’.

looking powers. Cronakus could have
stood there for hours making up stories
for all of them but he had to go and
prepare.

Everybody cheered knowing that the
reigning champion had been beaten. He
went back to the dorm exhausted after
the long day of fighting.

The training started in the morning after
a delicious breakfast. He started with his
sword handling and moved onto strength.
He was fighting his room mate who was
a half man-half serpent hybrid. He was
very strong and muscular but, more
importantly, a good person. He had left
his family and children to fight in order to
please his King.

The next day, after a big breakfast,
he travelled the short journey to the
battlefield. When he arrived the crowds
were roaring, waiting for the big fight to
begin. Cronakus picked up his sweaty
trident from the stand. He walked up to
the iron gate protecting him from the
roaring crowd. The gate peeled away
and he walked in to the sand covered
arena. The crowd was going crazy. He
stayed calm as thoughts came rushing
through his head. He looked up and saw
Spalakus with his giant sword. Cronakus’
heart dropped in dismay as he tried to
forget their previous friendship. Spalakus
took the first jab but Cronakus came
back with a fierce strike to the left hip.
Spalakus fell to the ground in pain. As
Cronakus looked into Spalakus eyes he
remembered what good times they had.
He felt sorry for his good friend so he
threw his weapon to the floor. He told
the Gods he would not continue. The
Gods were touched by this kind deed
and let them both win. The feeling of
winning was incredible. He embraced
Spalakus. As he left to go back home, he
was cheered away by the amazing people
he met along the away.

Months went by and the tournament
was getting closer and closer. Cronakus
had become good friends with his room
mate who was called Spalakus.
It was the day of the tournament. Not
only the gods were watching, it seemed
like the whole world was! The air was
filled with chants and cheers. The first
battles were easy enough but after the
sixth battle, they became increasingly
difficult. The beasts bigger; the weapons
stronger. Cronakus had a mighty trident
that he wielded like it was his third arm.
It was shortly after the quarter finals
when Cronakus realised that he had
a chance of winning the tournament
as he had just won a gruesome fight.

They were taken to a dorm. They were
to spend the rest of the games there.The
dorm was narrow but spacious. It had
two big stained glass windows on each
side. Cronakus heard his room mate say
that the window was made up of the
portraits of all the people who had won
the games. There were many different
types of creatures. He could see there
were Gods and monsters with strange
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Activities Week Montage
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Nursery, Infant
Life in Reception
In the Reception Class this year, we learnt
all about life cycles. We hatched seven
Pekin and Polish bantam chicks, we had
lots of frog spawn, most of which hatched
into froglets, which were released into
the pond at the Senior School Farm.
We observed 10 butterflies grow from

tiny caterpillars. The hungry caterpillars,
no pun intended, grew very quickly and
before long they had turned into chrysalis.
After nearly 10 days, they hatched out
into painted lady butterflies. We fed
them on flower blossom, nectarines and
apples soaked in sugar water. Soon the

Year 5 French Trip
The French trip was amazing. It consisted
of lots of French food and French
fun! Many of the activities on the lake
were cold and normally wet, but really
enjoyable! Everyone thoroughly enjoyed
the variety of foods after long and tiring
days and not-long-enough nights. One
of the days we visited a theme park, the
rides were so high that you couldn’t see
the top because they were in the clouds!
Don’t worry - they weren’t as scary as

they look. The French trip was so much
fun that even Mr Sweet managed a smile!
In the end, we returned tired but satisfied
that we had had enough excitement to
last us a lifetime!
Grace Almond - Year 5

Send My Friend to School
Junior School children recently took
part in the Send My Friend to School
campaign - a national event which draws
attention to the number of children
around the world who do not have
access to free primary education. Pupils
in Year 6 learned about the issues and

then made back packs
full of what they
wished other children
could have access to
and wishes
for
their
lives.

butterflies were ready to be released and
one sunny morning we set them free in
our Early Years garden. This was a very
exciting way to learn all about the circle
of life!
Ruth McSweeney

& Junior School

Tom Evans
Year 10

Year 6 Play
The day had finally arrived! Lights, tights
and much more as our play ‘Robin and
the Sherwood Hoodies’ was finally
performed to an audience! I have to say,
the first time we performed it in the
dress rehearsal we were all pretty shaky
but by Wednesday night all was clean-cut.
Despite this, by the time we had finished
Act 1 it felt as if we had done it a million
times already!

Before we knew it we were changing
into our costumes for the last time
and being recorded to be onto disc so
that we could always look back at our
memorable performance.

So what if we missed a bit of a line or
went on stage at the wrong time, I’d say
all of us did that at one point, because
we all enjoyed it! On the plus side, as
we got to bed so late, we had a lie-in on
Thursday morning. So despite all the hard
work the play was more than worth it!
Chloe Ribchester - Year 6

Grandparents’ Day 2016
Grandparents’ Day 2016 was a lovely
afternoon that everyone enjoyed. The
sun was shining and there were a lot
of happy faces. The afternoon started
off with an amazing concert from the
entire school, the Orchestra, and the
Choristers. The concert started with the
whole school singing ‘What Shall we do
with the Drunken Sailor’, which everyone
sang with actions and enthusiasm.
Next was the orchestra, who played
the ‘Grandfather’s Dance’ and then
choristers sang three pieces, the first was
‘Firefly’ and then ‘Cockles and Mussels’
and ‘Gospel Train’.
Mr Carter presented an amazing speech
but, as he began, everyone started singing
‘Happy Birthday’ to him, at which he was
very surprised! Of course, for a fantastic
concert there had to be a fantastic
ending, and so lots of people got on
stage and sang ‘When I’m Sixty-Four’ and
‘Shake it Baby’. After all the festivities had
ended, a massive applause erupted from

the audience and everyone proceeded
to the grounds. Some visitors were
toured during the day and all of the
children having an amazing time with
their grandparents. There were also
lots of lovely sandwiches, cakes and tea
provided by the Kent College Junior
Chef. Even after all of these exciting
activities there was still more to do! The
day continued with an athletics meet. It
included long jump, 60 yards run, nursery

races, 600m, 200m and javelin. All ages
took part: from nursery to Year 6. Finally,
at the end there was a scrumptious BBQ.
Overall, the day was a massive success
and we hope that this is the trend for
years to come.
Jessica Crow & Tilly Westbrook Year 6
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Drama

Eloise Rondhout
Editor

Revolting
Rhymes,
Roald Dahl
This term, the Junior Drama Club staged
a medley of performances taken from
Roald Dahl’s book, Revolting Rhymes.
These stories each take a somewhat
sinister twist on the classic fairy tales
and were fully produced by the students
themselves. The evening saw a group of
five contemporary characters acting as
narrators taking us through the individual
sketches. Stories included a tragic version
of Goldilocks, a sweet rendition of the
Three Little Pigs, a lively recreation of
Cinderella and a violent retelling of Little
Red Riding Hood. The sold-out evening
showcased a lot of young talent at Kent
College and thanks go to Mrs Sinnet,
Oscar Keeys and Eloise Rondhout.

Marat/Sade
This year, our Drama AS Level
students performed an unforgettable
interpretation of Marat/Sade, by Peter
Weiss, for their practical exam in March.
Marat/Sade is a play set within a play,
with the storyline unfolding just after the
French Revolution, in 1799. The inmates
of an asylum perform the play to entertain
their audience, a mixture of inspectors

and nurses. The Drama students based
their interpretation around the works of
the theatre practitioner, Antonin Artaud.
Artaud believed in ‘cleansing’ his audience
and giving them a cathartic experience.
There were a few challenges to face
along the way, for example, our Drama
AS students had the challenge of tackling

not one, but two characters! They also
engaged in a great deal of research
into Artaud and the characters that are
portrayed in the play, as some of them
were actually alive during the French
revolution. In the end, the piece of work
that was produced was astounding, and
was a very rewarding experience for all
taking part.

Verbatim Theatre
Verbatim theatre is a theatrical technique
incorporating the spoken words of real
people into a script which explores a
particular event, discourse or narrative.
This years A level drama practical
exam required the group to choose a
particular style and execute it in a fifteen
minute piece of theatre fully devised

by themselves. This years chosen style
of verbatim theatre focused on the
issue of homelessness - particularly in
Canterbury. Containing interviews with
local rough-sleepers, charity workers,
councillors and politicians, this years
docu-drama tackled the stereotypes that
rough sleepers are ‘hairy, dirty…normally

have a can of beer in their hand’. Visitors
from The Pennington School, NJ, were
amazed by the mature approach to use
the stage as a medium to tackle an issue
in society. This year, 100% of AS and A
Level candidates achieved A*-A grades in
their practical drama exam.

Pennington
Visits
Earlier this year, a group from our sister
school in Pennington, New Jersey, USA
came to Kent College to perform ‘A
Midsummer Night’s Dream’. The lively
cast of over 20 students retold the
Shakespearean classic with colourful
costuming and cardboard-based 3D props.
This allowed the mischievous character
Puck to have wings. The performance
attracted over 40 people to squeeze
into the Drama Studio. Stunning reviews
of the production were being thrown
around the school for the next week and
Drama classes here at Kent College took
inspiration from the rendition. Students
and teachers were also able to socialise
and discuss many events taking place
across America and the United Kingdom
at the time. Thanks go to everyone who
watched the piece, Mrs Lock and Mrs
Sinnet for their organisation and, of course,
the Pennington cast and their teachers.

A second group of Pennington students
visited Kent College for an exchange
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Old Canterburians

Mrs Carol Baker
President of the Old Canterburian Club
cabaker@kentcollege.co.uk
+44 1227 813904

Class of ’71 Reunion

Guilford House Boys back then... What happened on the day? The RAC club, Pall Mall, London Meeting at 1pm in the Long bar
and then for Dinner in the Segrove Room. OC’s meet at the RAC, London.
Following on from the successful
OC weekend held on September 27
September 2014, Laurence Hime (leaver
1971) decided to arrange a re-union in
London, for some of those, who had
not been able to attend In 2014. On
Saturday 27 February, a gathering of
some 13 OC’s were fortunate to enjoy
the splendid ambience and cuisine of the
Royal Automobile Club (RAC) at 89 Pall
Mall, London SW1Y 5HS, as guests of
Tom Bain ( leaver 1971) who now lives
in Hong Kong and was visiting London
on business. Following on from drinks at
the very long bar, a fine luncheon was
waiter served and much enjoyed by all.
Sir Henry Feilden Bt. ( leaver 1970) and
John Cockfield recognised the occasion
by a brief thank-you to Laurence Hime
for organising the event. Following lunch
Tom Bain put on a slide presentation,
using pictures from his own archives, and
which included many images of the OC’s

present, whilst together at
Vernon Holme and Kent
College. This part of the
day was unique and very
special, evoking many fond
memories of their mutual
past. Those in attendance
included the following:
Laurence Hime, Tom Bain,
Bruce Summers, John
Cockfield, Nigel Boonham,
Martin Milward, Nick
Dingley, Steven Flanders.
John Wilkinson, Henry
Feilden, Colin Tolman,
Dave Finch and Paul Kerr
It is hoped that this gathering will be
repeated next year. Meeting in London
in this way, extends the reach of the Club
and provides a wide choice of venues as
well as the convenience of travel.

The warm up event
Who didn’t attend,
but kept in touch.
Peter Myers
Chris Myers
Francis Hallsworth
Paul Beech
Jon StonhamTony Carter
Keith Piggott
Peter Wilson
Chris Fairbank
Dave McCarthy
Roland James
Pete Simpson
Johnny Eeles
John Nightingale
Dave Curry

facebook - /kentcollege

flickr - /kentcollege

twitter - @kentcollegehm

www.kentcollege.com

Old Canterburians: make sure that you have signed into the brand new Old Canterburian area at http://oldcanterburians.
co.uk ! You will find lots of new features including all the school magazines dating back to 1885 to pore over at your pleasure!

An Invitation to all Old Canterburians
A reunion on the 24th September!

How many can you get back together from your year group?
The Day:
10.00am Coffee in the Tuck Shop
10.00am School fixtures
11.00am Tours of the School
1.00pm Lunch £20 School Dining Hall
Speakers Angus Macgregor and Johanna Cappella (Murphy) Year of 86
2.30pm Memories and archives Old Library
3.00pm AGM Chapel
4.00pm Afternoon Tea
OCs of all ages are invited to attend this event.
Following the events of the day some groups are heading into the town centre
in groups where they will enjoy dinner in various venues in Canterbury.
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Aimee Plumb
Year 9
Ailsa Naylor
Year 9

Tennis

Tennis has been very successful this year,
with a number of teams competing at
the highest levels in the Kent Aegon
league and the Kent cup. This year, three
of our teams will compete in the finals
of the Aegon league: the U15A & B girls
and the U13 boys. Both the U15 girls

and the Senior girls got through to the
Kent cup Semi finals. The Seniors played
Benenden to gain a win and progress
onto the finals, we hope they do well and
wish the team luck for the final round.
The U15 girls played Queen Elizabeth’s
Grammar school and won convincingly

Athletics:
The IAPS championships this year saw
many Kent College students winning
their events. The next round will take
place later this year. Five girls, who
were a part of a winning relay team,
now progress to the finals. There were
also successes by the junior side of
the school. The boys relay team also
qualified for the finals.
Kent College students also entered
in the Years 7-10 Boys’ & Girls’

District Athletics Championships, at
Canterbury High. Aimee Plumb won
the Javelin, with a stunning throw of
27.81m. In the presentation, the Junior
girls came 1st overall, winning their
age group. Emilie Knights-Toomer also
qualified for English Schools Athletics
in Gateshead, winning javelin with an
astounding throw. It has been a brilliant
season for athletics, which promises
excitement for future years.

to get through to the finals after earlier
wins against Benenden and Cranbrook.
We give the team the best of luck for
the finals at Tunbridge on 1st July. Thank
you to Mrs Balsdon, Mr Clark and Mr
Boyne for all their coaching and support.

Boy’s Cricket
The 1st XI got their season off with
a trip to Eastbourne to play in the
national 20/20 knockout. Unfortunately
the 1st XI had most of their league
games cancelled due to the weather.
Excitingly the Under 12s, Under 13s
and Under 14s teams have reached the
quarter-finals of the Kent plate cup. All
are currently preparing for semi finals.
The Under 14s have been the most

successful side. Led by Hugh Scott and
ably assisted by Manraj Bains and Tom
Copestake, all three produced match
winning performances and represented
the 1st XI on a number of occasions.
Hugh took over 20 wickets and Manraj
scored over 250 runs. Together, this side
will provide an excellent base for the
future. We hope that they will reach the
Kent plate final.				

Thanks go to Mr Bishop, Mr Robinson,
Mr Burnage and Mr Ridley for their
support, hard work and patience. Hugh
Scott and Thomas Copestake should
also be congratulated for representing
the County in the Summer in the ECB
national Under 14 competition.

Athletics at the top level
Hannah Griggs, Theo Pilkington, Josh
Ollerenshaw, Oliver Weston, Aimee
Plumb, Ailsa Naylor, Robyn Thompson
have been accepted into JRPC hockey.
Reese Robinson and Evie Jackaman
have been selected fora the County

Netball squads. Yannick De Moubray
has been selected for Kent Rugby. Kent
U16 Kieran Shave & Noah Radcliffe
Adams have been selected for Tier 1
of the Kent Rugby set up. Alfie Monro
and Ethan Brien have also been selected

Equestrian

Girl’s cricket

It has been a very successful season
for the Kent College horse riding team
as well. During the Easter holidays, the
team competed, and came home with
great results. Jemima Brett finished 1st
individually on the 40 cm jump and
George Foulds-Brant finished second
on the 50 cm jump. Both qualify for
the Regional Championships. On
Wednesday 6th April there were several
classes, in which Alice Thompson finished
5th Individually on the 70 cm jump, and
the team of Alice Thompson, Harry
Foulds-Brant, Izzy and Jess McMeeking
came 1st, with the team qualifying for
the County Championships on 23rd
April. A few other results were Harry
Foulds-Brant finishing 3rd Individually
and Izzy McMeeking was 5th individually.

After starting the season last term, girl’s
cricket has continued in the summer
term. Both the U13’s and U15’s have
enjoyed matches throughout the term
and coaching sessions weekly. A highlight
has been the masterclass delivered by
ex-England and current Kent player
Lydia Greenway who in her international

at this level and additionally have been
invited to trial at the DPP level (Tier 2
& 3) in July 2016. We wish them well.
Hugh Scott and Tom Copestake will play
in one of the Kent performance cricket
squads.

career has scored over 4,000 runs and
has been named as one of the world’s
best fielders. Thanks go to Mr Bishop
and Mr Scott for their dedication and
organisation.
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Music

Amanda Cuffley
Year 10

Dido and Aeneas

We are all very much excited to have
observed the performance of ‘Dido and
Aeneas’ which occurred in the evenings
of the 4th and 5th of July- during the last
week of term. This opera is written by the
English Baroque composer Henry Purcell
with libretto by Nahum Tate. It relates the
story of Dido (Olivia Earl) and includes
characters such as Aeneas (Thomas
Ashdown) and Belinda (Felicity Stocker.)
Incorporating some of Kent College’s
finest musicians, this was a spectacular
rendition inside of the Headmaster’s
garden.
‘Dido and Aeneas’ written no later
than 1688, was Purcell’s 1st opera and
indeed his only all sung dramatic work. It
is believed to be one of the earliest of
English operas. The story owes much to
the 4th book of Virgil’s ‘Aeneid’. It tells
the traumatic love story of the Queen
of Carthage, Dido, for the Trojan Hero,
Aeneas. It it considered to be a seminal
work in the Baroque genre and is probably
one of Purcell’s greatest theatrical works.
As well as leaning heavily on Virgil, John
Blow’s work ‘Venus and Adonis’ is held to
have been heavily influential.
Special thanks must go to the Headmaster
for allowing his garden to be used for the
production as well as to Messrs. Ross
and Gant for their dedicated and sterling

work in bringing this opera to the stage.
‘Dido and Aeneas’
We are all very much excited to have
observed the performance of ‘Dido and
Aeneas’ which occurred in the evenings
of the 4th and 5th of July- during the last
week of term. This opera is written by the
English Baroque composer Henry Purcell
with libretto by Nahum Tate. It relates the
story of Dido (Olivia Earl) and includes
characters such as Aeneas (Thomas
Ashdown) and Belinda (Felicity Stocker.)
Incorporating some of Kent College’s
finest musicians, this was a spectacular
rendition inside of the Headmaster’s
garden.

Haydns Messiah
This April, our annual Spring concert
took place in the Colyer Fergusson
Hall with the jubilant theme of Haydn’s
Harmoniemesse. The evening saw the
school orchestra create an electrifying
rendition of the Overture to Die
Fledermaus which was followed by the
beautiful solo performances of Hannah

Parry on the violin and Niamh O’Shea
on the viola. During the interval the
audience were entertained by some
jazzy tunes directed by John Shillito after
which the evening moved on to the main
event, Haydn’s powerful and energetic
harmoniemesse. Performed by the Senior
Choir, Sedecim, Choral Society and

accompanied by the orchestra and soloists,
jointly they really did the ensemble justice
as they created a profound atmosphere
amongst the audience. Thanks go to Mr.
Ross for directing and organising this
year’s concert. We look forward to next

Band Night

Lillie Harris

(old canterburian who had
music played on classic fm)
OC Lillie Harris has made the
most of an amazing 12 months.
In May, Lillie had a composition of
hers played by the Royal Scottish
National Orchestra as part of a
programme at the famous Usher
Hall in Edinburgh. Then a couple
of months later, Lillie graduated
from the Royal College of Music
with a first class degree and a
composition prize. Well done
Lillie!
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Speech Day

Sir Tim Clark
This year, the Speech Day crowd were lucky
enough to hear from Sir Tim Clark, Old
Canterburian and President of Emirates Airlines.
Sir Clark recollected about his days as a boarder
at Kent College, notably his experience building
a swimming pool in his last year at the Kent
College Junior School, then called Vernon
Holme. Sir Clark shared his knowledge on
finding a gap in the market, taking a chance in an
area he was passionate about and fundamentally,
being successful due to his care for the people.
‘Your business might be booming, but if your
workers and your customers are unhappy, it
won’t be long until you’re back at square one’.
Each individual, parents, teachers, prize-winners
and students, took something away from Sir Tim
Clark’s speech and it reminds us of the impact
a community like Kent College can have on a
hard-working individual.

A Richer Dust Concealed
Old Boys of Kent College who Died in Conflict
Over the past two years, our very own Julian Waltho and
Graham Noble have researched, verified, recorded, written
and edited a novel based on the ‘Old Boys’ of Kent College
who gave their lives in the Great War.The book launched on
Speech Day, and it sold close to a 100 copies on that day
alone. At a price of £6.99, it is a highly-recommended and
informative book, including high quality images, of the short
lives of these Old Canterburians.
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Methodist Schools
I love being a member of a school that
is part of a big, generous, interesting,
loving family of schools, not only in
this country, but around the world. It
means we get fantastic opportunities
to share and to engage.

came down and inspired us with this
year’s theme of ‘Peace’ - 30 Year 5 and
Year 6 pupils from the four schools
created a wonderful globe with doves
of peace on it - each coloured as the
flag of a country currently in conflict.

Just in the past few months we have
welcomed two groups from our sister
Methodist School, The Pennington in
New Jersey, USA.

Then at the end of term a group of
over 70 children got together and we
provided a joint schools choir for the
opening service of this year’s national

More than that the relationship
between the four Methodist Schools
in our own area is really blossoming
into something special. We have
Kent College, Lorenden, St. Peter’s
in Canterbury and Boughton-under
Blean at Dunkirk in our local Circuit.
All four different schools with very
different settings and experiences,
however just this term those four
schools have joined together to do
some amazing things. A joint schools
music and art day had pupils from
all four schools coming together.
World AIMS - the Methodist world
development programme for schools

Revd Dr Paul Glass
Chaplain

Methodist Conference in London. The
event was held in Westminster Central
Hall and in addition to a congregation
of 2,500 the event was live streamed
on the internet. This is the first time
a schools choir has sung at the
Conference.
Just one more reason I love being part
of a big family!

